Clip 7: Answer these questions on another piece of paper as you watch the video. Stop and backup the video as you need to. These questions go from 44:35 to the end.

https://youtu.be/N3qh0SBH9EU?t=38m29s

Read these questions then watch the video from 44:35. When the video ends, stop to answer any remaining questions.

A) What does the narrator mean by “disaster strikes” (44:49)?
B) What does the narrator mean by “approaches the last port of call on her cruise” (45:08)?
C) What does it mean for Captain Strazicic to “welcome his next set of passengers” (45:24)?
D) What does “safety is his number one priority” (45:45) mean?
E) Where do the crew gather during practice evacuation points before getting in rescue boats?
F) What does the narrator mean by “she is caught in a storm” (46:39)?
G) What does “ill equipped to cope” (47:01) mean?
H) What does the narrator show about the weather the day of this shipwreck by saying “the furious Pacific Ocean” (47:02)?
I) What does the narrator mean by “ensure big waves simply break over them” (47:34)?
J) What does the narrator mean by “a quick escape is vital” (48:08)?
K) What does “drill” mean when the narrator says “the drill is a success” (48:46)?
L) What does “embarks a fresh complement of passengers” (48:57) mean?
M) What does the narrator call the “ultimate floating pleasure palace” (49:12)?
N) What does “slice of Caribbean paradise” (49:17) mean?